
INTERNAL REGULATIONS

CAMPING-CAR PARK area

Considering the general code of local authorities.
Considering the development of the Aire Etape on the municipality of MONT
ST MICHEL
Considering that it is the Proprietor's responsibility to take all useful
measures in order to prevent accidents and to safeguard good order, safety,
health and tranquility for everyone.
Considering that customer management, regarding the collection of stays,
reservations management and promotion is assured by the company
CAMPING-CAR PARK.

GENERAL

Article 1
Parking on the CAMPING-CAR PARK area of MONT ST MICHEL is authorized

Cars and converted vans/trucks, which are not autonomous and not
approved by the general directorate for industry, research and the
environment (D.R.E.A.L.) as habitable recreational vehicles, are not
permitted in the area (Ref : decree of June 7th, 2002 relating to the
presentation of fire hazards, explosion and asphyxiation in habitable
recreational vehicles).

Tents, caravans, trailers and any towed vehicle are not accepted. In case of
infringement, article 322-4-1 of the penal code will be applied (seizure and
confiscation).

Article 2
The Aire Etape includes 180 pitches and 4 service terminals to refill the fresh
water tanks and drain black and gray waters.



Article 3
The rates and the tourist tax are validated by CAMPING-CAR PARK or the
Proprietor.
Two rates are in force: up to 5 hours of presence in the motorhome area, all
services included (fresh water, electricity, drainage of black and gray
waters).
Beyond 5 hours, a 24-hour rate is applied.

RULES OF USE

Article 4
In order to gain access to the area, the possession of a personal
PASS'ETAPES card is mandatory and will have to be assigned to the driver's
name. Only one PASS'ETAPES card per vehicle is accepted.
The PASS'ETAPES card is valid for life, distributed by the payment terminal
and grants access to all destinations in our network.
In order to obtain your personal PASS'ETAPES card, you will have to fill in
your name, first name, cell phone number (in order to be contacted in case
of emergencies). A personal account, associated with the email address
provided by you, will allow you to consult your CAMPING-CAR PARK
account, your balance as well as your receipts.
You can credit your account balance with the following methods: at the
payment terminal in all our areas, on your personal CAMPING-CAR PARK
online account, over the phone contacting our customer service, via cash
mandate, or via mail (checks, vacation vouchers).

Any stay exceeding 3 days must be paid for in advance. It is important to
badge the PASS'ETAPES card during each entry or exit of the area. In case of
any malfunction, it is imperative that you contact our customer service of
CAMPING-CAR PARK located in Pornic (44) France: 01.83.64.69.21 (open 7
days a week: *no surcharge call).



Article 5
Pets are allowed, but will have to be kept on leash at all times. Their
droppings must be picked-up and disposed of accordingly by their owners.
The owners will assure everyone's peace and quiet.

Article 6
The use of a charcoal, wood, electric, or piped natural gas or propane
barbecue are prohibited.
In case of fire, immediately notify the emergency services (112 or 18)

Article 7
Gatherings in the area are forbidden between 10 pm and 9 am.
Customers must respect each other's peace and quiet and respect the
neighborhood (noise and sanitation).

RESPONSIBILITY

Article 8
Each customer is responsible for the tidiness of their pitch. Garbage, litter of
any kind must be deposited in the garbage containers. The drainage and
disposal of gray and black waters are prohibited on the pitches. Controls
will be carried out.

Article 9
Customers are required to respect the rules of good conduct: parking on a
single space and use only one electrical outlet per space.

Article 10
Traffic and parking inside the area are at the risk of the vehicle drivers who
keep the custody and responsibility as on a public road. The parking and the
resulting circulation constitute a simple authorization and can in no way
constitute a contract of deposit of guarding or surveillance. The  Proprietor
or CAMPING-CAR PARK shall not be held liable. All customers parking on the
site are responsible for any damage they cause or which is caused by



persons for whom they are responsible, as well as by animals or things in
their care. He will consequently be held responsible for the full
compensation of the corresponding damages.
Consequently, each client must individually take care of the respect of the
installations and remains responsible for the damages he causes.

Article 11
Each customer must ensure that their account is sufficiently provisioned to
settle their stay and must imperatively badge their PASS'ETAPES card at
each entry and exit of the area. Any entry and exit fraud will be sanctioned
with a fine of 300 €, voted by the Proprietor.

Article 12
The Proprietor of MONT ST MICHEL or the company of CAMPING-CAR PARK
may temporarily close the area for general maintenance and upkeep or for
reasons of force majeure, safety reasons or general interest.

Article 13
Inspections may be carried out by a representative of CAMPING-CAR PARK,
the Proprietor, or the law enforcement.
The latter may also issue fines in the event of frauds.
Any violations of the present regulations (water the�, electricity the�,
intrusions without a PASS'ETAPES access card, ...) will be established and
prosecuted in accordance with the laws and regulations in force. The� is
punishable by 3 years of imprisonment and a €45.000 fine (Article 311-3 du
Code pénal).

The 02/02/2023
Proprietor of MONT ST MICHEL

The president of CAMPING-CAR PARK




